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The H-city is an urban project on a national scale. The main framework of the project is connected to the concept of the
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H-city. H-city has been in the making since the sixties, with the planning of the motorway system parallel to the main
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railwaylines. It has been an issue in all general development schemes in Denmark ever since. Often with a focus on
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how it to deal with the distorted map of Danmark that pops up as a consequence. However the real potential in the
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concept became clear to everybody in 1998, with the opening of the Great Bell-Bridge. This 18 km.sol infrastructure
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more than doubled the amount of traffic travelling from East to West-Denmark, from 2.8 to 6.5 million cars. The "H"
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includes the 5 biggest cities in Danmark.
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Around the "H" lives 2/3s of the countrys population and the relative proportion is still growing. Now with the new bridge
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to Sweden (2000) the H-city is closely connected to what is fastly becoming the second biggest city in Sweden, Malmo.
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The absurdity in the continuing "good intentions" about taking measures preventing the further "distortion of the map" is
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becoming still more evident.
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Since the sixties the relative size of population, income, commercial and cultural developement has been growing in the
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"H" compared to the rest ol the country in spile of all the measures taken from the Welfare State trying to contain this
developement. The European perspective is most likely to intensify this overall bias; tendencies it is increasingly necessary
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to find a way to come to terms with. This project starts from a pragmatic acceptance of the built environment and the
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massive changes initiated by major infrastructural projects in Danmark during the recent years (primarily the new
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bridges). The project mixes analytic work with "imagineering" and actual architectonic proposals. This crosscultural and
mixed media approach relies heavily on digital tools. Technologies like Photoshop and Illustrator allows for sampling,
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superimposition and scaling of the percieved reality to new not yet realised realities. These tools, rather than Maya and
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AutoCAD, admit for an architecture formulated as an active interplay between the built and the cultural landscape. An
interplay that underscores the continuing existence of the well known images of the danish landscape with minor
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adjustments ol the built : the new windmills, high voltage lines, railroads and highways, new bridgemonuments together
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with old churchtowers. T his is possible through an architecture that doesn't start with obvious problems, but !ries to take
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advantage of the existing cultural and architectural values in relation to thai cultural landscape we have chosen to label
nature. An architecture that recognizes that construction of images of reality is reality and reality is construction.
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lnfrastructure is the point of departure of the H-city, a city of movement and time rather than space. This implies building
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along the main arteries of intrastructure instead ot building and repairing on an old urban concept inherited in the latest
version from the city of industrialism, hereby focusing on collaboration between different parts of the city and a better
exploitation of ressources. The future urban diversity thougth as a whole: all urban areas should not necessarily have a
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little of everything but something substantial of different things. H-city bases its existence on this faet, not as a problem,
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but as a potential.
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lts specific quality lies in the programmatic variation it is capable of sustaining, and on its introduction of landscape as
an element within the city, restating the old faet that landscape and the city are two sides ol the same coin. It is therefore
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able to incorporate the many unpredictable forces and mechanisms in contemporary urban development, and has the
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ability to deal with the many unknown futures. It is the city as a "loose lit", rather than a fixed form.
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H-city remembers the faet thai all cities are based on the principle ol accessibility, not as proximity and space as in the
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historical town or city, but as movement and information. This projecton the H-city opens up for the faet thai differentiated
measures has to be taken if new development should be possible as in:
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At the coutryside LITE(TM)
At the coutryside LITE(TM) shows new possibities for housing in postindustrial
landscapes lied fallow by presenting a combination ol preindustrial and advanced technological solutions. An economically
and ecologically profitable framework based on gravelroads, ecological water supply, celluar phones and "on demand"
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buses around detached modem housing-units with possibilities for modes! amounts of specialized farming.
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At the countryside LITE(TM) distinguishes itself from At the countryside CLASSIC(TM)

Th rough a deeper

connectedness towards the surrounding world and a less sentimental relation to surrounding landscape characterized
by planting of fores!, landscapes of energy, landscapes of leisure etc.
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